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MLM Lifts and Manufacturing, LLC is a leading producer of high
capacity, low pressure single-acting cylinders for various industries.
Effectively a combination of Globe Lift and the former Gilbarco lift
division, MLM has an extensive engineering data bank that extends
back to 1928. This broad knowledge base and an ever present can-do
attitude has driven MLM into many markets as a mainstay supplier of
   
        

PERMANENT EPA
REGULATION EXEMPT

SESM lifts from MLM are a perfect solution for those engaged in the
sale, service and use of equipment associated with outdoor activities.
Our style of lifts can be found in golf cart dealerships, landscape
equipment maintenance shops, ATV dealers, motorcycle shops and
just about anywhere else someone wants to make their job more
productive and easier to accomplish.

ML
Series

All MLM Lifts are Made in
DeKalb, Illinois USA

  

MLM is a family-owned business and a subsidiary of SVI International,
Inc. Great pride is taken in the job we do, as MLM is an AmericaFirst enterprise. We support American jobs, American craftsmanship,
American engineering and all the American companies we can proudly
call our customers. Please put an SESM lift to work for you in your shop
today. Become a fan of MLM and add to our growing list of wonderful
                    

   

 

Proudly display your best showpiece on a brilliant chrome-plated lift platform.

Request a Showroom Version today!

MLM Lifts and Manufacturing LLC
    
Because...



   



www.MLMLifts.com

A subsidiary of SVI International, Inc.
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Simply saw through concrete.
Auger hole for cylinder.

Place cylinder in hole.
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Drill holes, anchor
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Install Lifting Structure and take
full advantage of your cool
time-saving tool.
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Valve
Control Line

(Standard)
This semi-hydraulic air/oil lift may be
the easiest lift to operate in the world.
  
        

the supplied valve control line and depress the
valve introducing air to raise the lift. Once raised to
the desired height, release the valve, disconnect your air
line and the valve control line if you wish. The lift will stay up in
place. When it is time to lower the lift, reconnect the valve control
line (if you removed it), and depress the valve. The air will slowly
                 
Or, release the valve at any point during descent and the lift will
promptly stop going down for your next work level. It’s that easy!
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scissor lifts
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of steel or rubber
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rotation of the platform
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Safety Leg
Non-Rotator

MLM knows custom. This is just a small sampling of various sizes
     
            
             
Plunger Diameter
F\F5
9F\9'45
]F\]'45
^F\^'45
\'F4^5
\'F4^5
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Platform Style
& \ & )2(
> \ >(2(

Safety Leg
81 \ 8 1 
10 \ 1 0  
18 \ 1 8 '0  

Stroke Length
65 
F5
695 
95
5 
995
^5 
]5

Superstructure Style
 \    (2( 
*Other custom lifting platforms available

MLM Lifts and Manufacturing LLC
A Family-Owned Enterprise
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TDC Chrome-Plated
Plungers



www.MLMLifts.com
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